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Here you can find the menu of Thaistyle in Calderdale. At the moment, there are 16 meals and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Freddie Williams likes about Thaistyle:

Been here quite a few times, the food is always absolutely spot on and the chef really cares about what he
serves! Very passionate about his cooking. The young boy last time was also so lovely and a really fab and

friendly waiter!! Authentic and...a wonderful place read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside
and eat in beautiful weather. What Magdalena Cerar doesn't like about Thaistyle:

Booked Thai style for a birthday meal, we’ve been coming for years ever since it opened as its original intimate
restaurant. We ordered a sea bass to be cooked for main course sad to say this was the only dish we enjoyed.

We normally...order the stuffed chicken wings, which was on the menu previously, so went for the deep fried
ones in tamarind sauce- these were extremely tiny and over fried. The prawns were NOT in a... read more. In the
kitchen of Thaistyle in Calderdale, typical Asian spices fine traditional meals are prepared, here they serve a

comprehensive brunch for breakfast. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian dishes, The inventive
fusion of different menus with fresh and occasionally daring products is highly valued by the visitors - a good

example of Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

CHILI

VEGETABLES

TOFU
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Opening Hours:
Monday 18:00 -22:00
Tuesday 18:00 -22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -14:00 18:00
-22:00
Thursday 12:00 -14:00 18:00 -22:00
Friday 12:00 -14:00 18:00 -22:30
Saturday 12:00 -14:00 18:00 -22:30
Sunday 18:00 -22:00
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